
Utopia 
Limited Time and Feasibility 
The understanding of “Utopia” is severely influenced by its requirement to be feasible or not,               
and especially with regard to be possible within a timeframe. Since a utopia represents the               
perfect state of being of all entities one must consider if these “perfect states” are possible                
states or not, because one logical requirement of a utopia is that the utopian state is a possible                  
one, since an impossible utopia could never exist, and thus not be a utopia, because of its                 
impossibility. This logically constraints us to only speculate about utopia which are possible and              
thus requires us to have its foundation in reality. 

The state of objects: Possibilities, Realities and Persistence. 
The next two problems we then immediately encounter are in the realm of possibilities and               
realities. Science provides us with tools that allow us to verify possibilities, and has been the                
best proven method to do so in our current recent history. The scientific method however only                
allows us to infer possibilities in realities that behave in a constant manner, even if this                
consistency can only be shown over many trials and eventually only delivers us a statistical               
proof, as opposed to a deterministic proof in which a certain state always follows a former state.                 
We can however gain no practical evidence using this method if a certain reality only produces                
complete random behaviours, these types of realities would never stabilize and thus even if a               
utopian perfect state of being was ever (randomly) encountered there could never be any proof               
that this state would persist into an indefinite future. The earlier given requirement of “possibility”               
for a utopia means that we must prefer realities with consistent natures over realities with               
random natures, because if a perfect state of being slowly degrades into an imperfect state we                
essentially leave utopia. If we include the (human) observer into this we could state the               
following: A requirement for utopia is that an observer can rely on observed entities to obey                
rules which can be proven to be consistent throughout the entirety of the observed reality               
(knowledge). 

The state of Subjects. 
The state of subjects in this utopia is a little more complex as we would need to create one                   
single perfect state of being for each subject involved in the utopia. This could be impossible                
and settling for a sub-utopia might be the only solution to reach any optimal state. (At which                 
point any sub-utopia would become a utopian design itself!). Subjects can observe, and form              
subjective beliefs about, its reality. Parallel to human observers in our current reality they would               
want to manipulate the state of objects and other observers. In a utopian reality observers are in                 
an ever expanding state of an Self-Efficacy (One’s belief in one’s ability to succeed), realized               
through ever increasing challenges, that always keep the observer in a state of mental flow.               



This keeps the subjective experience of the observer positive. The experiences must however             
always form a relation to the highest reality, so learned information always generalizes and              
maintains its value, even if an observer leaves a temporary (fictive) reality (e.g. shutting down a                
game, or any other application that forms a layer on top of the observer’s reality). This means                 
that there is an important role for fiction (in any form) in a utopia. Fiction provides new layers of                   
reality that can provide subjects with important experiences (e.g.: losing your best friend to an               
incurable disease, or seeing the end of the world) that the highest reality might be unable to                 
provide (because doing so would severely damage its utopian state). Certain layers of reality              
must be able to provide temporary discomfort if this improves the observer's state over time, in                
other words, a utopian state can be temporarily abandoned if this increases the utopian state in                
the long run. (Since we assumed a utopian state is always a sub-utopian state, we can                
differentiate between current and future utopian states, and thus our utopia is an ever evolving               
entity that rises from any sub-optimal state to a higher next sub-optimal state). 
 


